AND NERVE CELLS that make up the visual pathway must convey and interpret information on both the form and the color of retinal images. In higher mammals little is known about the degree to which nerve cells are specialized for handling these types of information.
THE RECEPTORS
AND NERVE CELLS that make up the visual pathway must convey and interpret information on both the form and the color of retinal images. In higher mammals little is known about the degree to which nerve cells are specialized for handling these types of information.
In a visual stimulus the importance of spatial attributes, and especially of dark-light contours, first became obvious with the discovery by Hartline (20 ) of lateral inhibition in the Limulus, a type of study that was extended to mammals when Kuffler (28) demonstrated t,hat the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells in the cat are subdivided into a center and an opponent surround. The opponent principle, in which spatially separated excitatory and inhibitory regions are pitted against each other, has now been observed for retinal ganglion cells in the frog (1), the lizard (9), the rabbit (3), the rat (4), the ground squirrel (33), and the monkey (24). Similar effects have been seen in the lateral genie ulate bod .y and visual cortex in the cat (23, 25, 26), and also recently at these levels in the monkey.
In 1958 De Valois and his collaborators (15) observed geniculate cells in the macaque monkey that were excited by one set of wavelengths and inhibited by another, making it apparent that in higher mammals the spectral composition of the stimulus was also an important variable. Similar opponent-color effects have since been described in the primate at the level of the retin .a1 ganglion cell (24), and in the visual cortex (34). I n the cat the absence or rarity of oppon .ent-color mecha nisms (19, 36 > may be related to an inferior ability to discriminate color (31, 32, 40); indeed since Svaetichin's (41) original observation of opponent-color responses in the fish retina (Spotentials), similar response patterns have been seen only in animals thought to have good color vision.
Given the existence of two opponent mechanisms system, one for the spatial variable and the other for in the monkey visual color, it is natural to ask whether these occupy the same channels, or are confined to separate groups of cells. In the goldfish it is clear from the work of Wagner, MacNichol, and Wolbarsht (43, 45) that opponent-color and opponent-spatial T. N. WIESEL AND D. H. HUBEL effects can be found in common retinal ganglion cells. In the monkey, with its great visual capacity, similar mechanisms are to be expected, perhaps in more developed form. The rhesus monkey was chosen for the work to be described because behaviorally its vision seems to be very similar to that of man (lO) .
In this species, moreover, absorption spectra of the three cone types are possibly identical to those of man, with maxima at about 445, 535, and 570 rnp. (5, 30). Any knowledge of the receptor properties obviously makes it easier to interpret responses to color at more central levels of the nervous system. The purpose of the present study was to examine in detail how cells respond to variations in stimulus size, shape, and wavelength. By working in various states of light and dark adaptation we also tried to learn something about the connections of rods and cones with single fourth-order cells. The decision to record from the geniculate was made because of the obvious interest in learning how cells function at an early stage of the visual pathway, especially the stage that forms the input to the striate cortex. We also hoped to learn more about the significance of the layering in this puzzling structure. Some of the findings of the present paper have already been described in preliminary notes (27, 47 
RESULTS
Eighteen penetrations were made in 16 monkeys, and 244 units were examined in enough detail to permit their categorization.
Spectral sensitivities were determined in 49 of these cells for both large and small spots, and 25 of the 49 were also examined in the dark-adapted state. Physiologically the monkey geniculate turns out to be more complex than that of the cat, the difference being related mainly to a large variety of responses to colored light. In the 4 dorsal layers one can distinguish 3 main cell groups, which we designate type I, type II, and type III. Each of these contains several subgroups. In the ventral layers there are at least 2 major groups. Receptive fields of all of the cells had 1 common feature, that of circular symmetry, and the great majority (though not all) showed a concentric center-surround arrangement. No directional asymmetries were seen with stationary or moving stimuli, and no cells showed the types of complex behavior seen in the cat and seem to monkey cortex. be similar.
In these respects the geniculates of cat and monkey
In the following paragraphs we first describe the properties of dorsal layer cells, considering the behavior of the three main groups, first in the light-adapted state and then in the dark-adapted state. Next, we discuss the Figure 1 shows the responses of a type I cell situated in the most dorsal layer (D1>. A white spot illuminating the center of the field gave a brisk on-response (lower left record, Fig. 1) ; a white spot covering the entire receptive field gave no response. 2 A small red spot made by placing a 620-rnp. It will be noted that at 480 mp. and 460 mp. a bright center-size spot evoked an on-response.
The small blue spot used in Fig. 1 was evidently below threshold for a response. To determine the spectral sensitivity of the receptive-field periphery alone, the most direct method would be to use an annulus. Technically this was difficult because of the small center size, and we therefore studied the opposing systems separately by chromatic adaptation of the entire receptive field. With the white background still on to avoid dark adaptation, the screen was flooded with diffuse light at 640 mp., a wavelength to which presumably only the center system was sensitive (Fig. 2) . With this background the spectral sensitivity to large monochromatic spots, measured as before by observing the cell's transient response, is given by the curve labeled 640 in Fig. 3 . Off-responses were now evoked from 460 mp. to 580 mp., and the peak response, though not well defined, was somewhe re The effect of the adapting light in suppressin g the ten ter around system 540 mp. was the same whether it was confined to the center or covered the entire receptive field, and in fact it now made no difference whether the stimulus was an annulus covering all but the center system 9 or a large spot. This curve was therefore taken to represent the spectral sensitivity of the surround.
By using an adapting light at 460 mp. the effectiveness of the surround region was differentially reduced, and under this condition the sensitivities to diffuse light (dotted line, labeled 460) were about the same as those obtained with a small spot, shown in Fig. 2 . The mechanism underlying these differential adaptation effects is taken up in the DISCUSSION. To measure the size of the receptive-field center, thresholds were determined for different spot sizes, first using red light at 640 rnp. and then green at 520 mp. The area-sensitivity curve for the center system was made using a white background light. Because of the overlap of the two systems at short wavelengths, the field periphery was measured using, in addition to the white background, a steady diffuse adapting light at 640 rnp. These values for stimulating and adapting wavelengths were chosen using information given in Fig. 3 . The two area-sensitivity curves are shown in Fig. 4 . Sensitivity to red light increased from l/8* ,the smallest spot to evoke a response at any available intensity, to l/2*, where it leveled off; l/2* was therefore taken as the field-center size. The peripheral response to 520-rnp. light was first seen at lo, and the curve leveled off at about 6", which was taken to be the total field diameter.
(Because of the differences in background light, the relative sensitivities of center and surround cannot be compared using these two curves.)
To sum up, the receptive field consisted of a l/2* excitatory center with a snectral sensitivity peak in the high 5OOs, and a peripheral inhibitory zone 6' in outer diameter with maximum sensitivity in the mid-500s. Given three sets of cones with peak absorption spectra at about, 445, 535, and 570 rnp. (5,30), the results at once suggest that the geniculate cell received excitatory input from the red-sensitive cones in the field center, and inhibitory input from green-sensitive cones in the periphery. This cell seems identical to the "red-green" type already described by De Valois and co-workers (12) in the monkey la teral geniculate body. De Valois w 'as not concerned with spa tial aspects of stimulation, but using chromatic adaptation and diffuse li ght stimulation he found that the two opponent systems had peak spectral sensitivities around 540 and 580 mp.
As discussed below, it seems most likely that only red-and green-sensitive cones provided the input to this cell, but it is conceivable that the field periphery received contributions from the blue-sensitive cones also. Evidence that this cell received input from rods as well as cones is presented below, in the section on dark adaptation.
The cell just described belonged to a subgroup which we term "red-on center, green off-surround."
This was by far the commonest subgroup, there being 75 examples of a total of 213 dorsal-layer cells (35%). Assuming the existence of both on-center and off-center fields, and given three cone types, there are obviously many possible subgroups within type I. Besides the red on-center cell just described, we have seen four other varieties, several of which are described in the following paragraphs (see also Thirty-eight cells (180/, of 213) had fields of the "red off-center, green on-surround" type, an arrangement that was, in a sense, the reverse of that found in the cell just described.
An example of one of these is given below in the section on dark adaptation.
"Green on-center, red off-surround" was a combination that occurred in 35 of the 213 cells recorded in the dorsal layers (16 yO). Figure 5 shows spectral-sensitivity curves for a cell of this type; they are similar to the curves of Fig. 2 , the two sets being roughly mirror images of one another. A "green off-center, red on-surround" combination was found for 13 cells (roughly 670). Thus many examples were seen of the four possible red-green combinations.
On the other hand, there were only three clear examples of type I cells that received a blue cone contribution. The cell of peripheral suppression was compared at different wavelengths, and the neutral point determined. This gave enough information to identify the cell group. Detailed measurements, like those described above, were made in about one-fifth of the cells.
The balance between the center and surround systems varied from cell to cell, as reflected in the position of the neutral point and in the type of response, "on" versus "off," to white light. A cell-to-cell variation in the balance between opponent systems was far more prominent in type I cells than in type II. The neutral point of the individual type I cell varied also to some extent with the intensity and spectral composition of the "white" background light. To estimate roughly the importance of color balance we compared the neutral points of several type I cells before and after filtering the background light through Wratten 85 or 80B color-balance filters (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.). These filters made the background distinctly yellowish or bluish, and yet changed the neutral point in either direction by less than about 10 mp. Varying the intensity of the background with neutral density filters likewise tended to influence the neutral point, usually in a direction predictable from the response to diffuse white light.
Type II cells : opponent-color responses; no center-surround arrangement
Type II cells were in many respects the most remarkable of the dorsal layer cells. Like those of type I they showed opponent-color responses, but their fields differed in having no trace of any center-surround arrangement. Only eight examples were seen and studied well enough to allow positive identification, suggesting that they are rather rare. Responses of a typical type II cell are illustrated in Fig. 7 . The receptive field occupied a region l/2' in diameter, situated about lo from the fovea. Within this area, on-responses were evoked by a 580-rnp. spot regardless of its exact size or position. As shown in the upper row of Fig. 7 than either of the monochromatic stimuli, evoked no obvious response regardless of the size or shape of the spot. The simplest interpretation of these findings is that the cell received input from two populations of cones, one excitatory and the other inhibitory, and that these two sets of receptors were distributed in an almost identical way throughout the circular l/2' region. F'igure 8 gives the spectral sensitivities of a type II cell whose behavior was similar to that of the cell just described, but with responses of opposite sign, "on" to short wavelengths and "off" to long. Neither white light nor a 500-rnp. monochromatic light gave any obvious responses, again regardless of shape, position, or intensity.
The interrupted lines refer to spots slightly smaller than the 1/2O field, and continuous lines correspond to 10' spots. The two curves were similar in shape and virtually parallel, the increased sensitivity to the larger spots reflecting spatial summation within the receptive field. The neutral point was at 500 rnp. for all spot sizes and shapes. These curves were thus quite different from the corresponding ones for type I cells (Figs. 2,'5, 6A) , where the neutral point could be shifted from one end of the spectrum to the other by changing the region of the field that was stimulated.
The most direct evidence that the two opponent systems converging upon this cell had the same spatial distributions came from a comparison of area-sensitivity curves. Figure 9 shows two curves, one for on-responses using spots at 460 mp., the other for off-responses to spots at 560 mp. The curves were almost identical, indicating that the two systems were balanced throughout the field. On comparing area-sensitivity curves of type I cells (Fig. 4) with those of type II (Fig. 9) Chromatic adaptation was used in an attempt to obtain the spectral sensitivities of the two systems. Figure 10 shows the results of adapting 1) with light at 440 mp. and 2) with light at 620 mp. The two resulting curves (dotted) have their peaks at about 460 rng. and 530 mp., suggesting that inpu the excitatory input was from blue-sensitive cones and the inhibitory .t was from the green. That the two opponent systems had overlapping spectral sensitivities was confirmed by adapting with light at 500 mp., i.e., light that was precisely at the neutral wavelength and evoked no response at any available intensity (cf. Fig. 8 ). Flooding the screen with this light, on top of the white background, produced a uniform suppression in sensitivity at all wavelengths, shown by the curves of Fig. 11 .
The eight most thoroughly studied type II cells had properties practically identical to those of the two just described. All had neutral points at 500 mp., with spectral sensitivities suggesting opponent inputs from both blue and green cones. In all these examples the spatial distributions of the opponent systems seemed to be identical.
Besides these cells there was a group of seven that had neutral points at 600 mp., and whose spectral sensitivities suggested opponent inputs from red and green cones. These cells were not thoroughly studied, and it is not clear whether any of them were truly type II cells, i.e., whether they had opponent systems with identical spatial distributions.
The results we did obtain suggested that the two components of the receptive field had spatial distributions that overlapped but were not t sponses. Receptive fields were subdivided into center and concentric surround, some centers being excitatory and others inhibitory. In most cells there was moderate or marked peripheral suppression, with little or no response to diffuse light, but in some the effect of the periphery was small or even negligible.
For all cells, however, the peripheral suppression was the same at all wavelengths. Figure 12 shows some results from a typical type III on-center cell. In Fig. l2A spectral sensitivities are given for the on-responses evoked by a lo center spot (crosses), and off-responses from a lo-8' annulus covering all of the receptive field except the center area (triangles).
The two curves are nearly parallel, showing that there was little or no difference in the spectral sensitivities of the two opposing systems. This would mean, as a corollary, that peripheral suppression should be just as pronounced at all wavelengths, and this was directly demonstrated by further measurements. Figure 12B shows area-sensitivity curves made at two different wavelengths, 540 rnp. We were naturally in terested in learning whether all types of geniculate cell s were connected to both rods and cones, or whether some were connected to rods and others to cones. Twenty-five cells were therefore observed and categorized first in the light-adapted state and then after dark adapting the eyes for E-20 min. Fig. 13 . The cell was a typical red on-center, green off-surround, similar to the cell of Figs. l-4 (which, in fact, reacted to dark adaptation in the same way). After 15 min. dark adaptation the cell's sensitivity increased by about 4 log units, as shown in Fig. 13 by the interrupted curve. With diffuse light, onresponses were now obtained throughout the spectrum, with peak sensitivity at about 500 rnp. Our own thresholds for perceiving the spot with darkadapted eyes agreed to within a few tenths of a log unit with those obtained for the cell. Moreover, for all wavelengths below about 620 rnp. the spot appeared colorless at threshold intensities and for the first few log units above threshold.
We conclude that this cell received input from rods as well as from cones. Thresholds were the same in the dark-adapted state for a center-size spot and for diffuse light, indicating that any rod contribution from the surround was not d .etectable at levels of intensity that were capable of stimulating the cell from the field center. Unfortunately the periphery of the field was not tested at suprathreshold scotopic levels, so that we do not know whether the cell made connections with rods in the field periphery.
The shift in response patterns between the two states of adaptation took place very quickly, this being especially obvious when the change in background reversed the response type from "on" to "off" and vice versa. Thus for the cell of Fig. 13 , diffuse light at 500 rnp. gave off-responses with the background turned on, and on-responses with the background off. Here the response type reversed with a delay too short to be detected on rough testing, but certainly no more than a few seconds. It should be emphasized that the background in the light-adapted state was probably not intense enough to produce much bleaching of rod pigments; with a high photopic background the rods would undoubtedly have taken several minutes themsel .ves.
to reassert Four of the 17 type I cells examined in the dark-adapted state had input from rods, showing similar increases in sensitivity and a Purkinje shift. In all fou r the response evoked from the center in dark adaptation ("on" or "Off") corresponded to the center-type response in light adaptation.
There was no obvious change in field-center size with dark adaptation, and stimuli that were threshold for the center seemed to have no influence on the periphery.
The remaining 13 type I cells showed neither a Purkinje shift nor any comparable increase in sensitivity on dark adaptation. The red off-center cell of Fig. 14 is an example. Spectral-sensitivity curves for small spots and for diffuse light were typical for red off-center cells. The diffuse-light curves are plotted in Fig. 14A in the light-adapted state and after 15 min. of dark adaptation.
Each opponent system increased in sensitivity by roughly 1 log unit, and there was little difference in the cells' behavior, with peripheral suppression occurring at intermediate wavelengths as before. The thresholds of our own dark-adapted eyes were several log units lower than those of the cell, and it was interesting to observe that the cell began reacting to the stimuli at about the intensities at which the spot first appeared colored. While making the determinations on this cell we noticed a second, simultaneously recorded unit of lower spike amplitude, which turned out to have a much lower threshold, one close, in fact, to that of our own dark-adapted eyes. A spectral-sensitivity curve of this cell was made for comparison, and is shown in Fig. 14B . Thresholds were as much as 2 log units lower than those of the first cell, with peak sensitivity at about 520 rnp. This type I cell was a green on-center. It seems clear from this that cells with only cone input can exist side by side in the geniculate with cells having both rod and cone connections.
To sum up these results, some geniculate type I cells have connections with rods and cones, as manifested by about a 4 log unit increase in sensitivity, a disappearance of opponent-color effects at scotopic stimulus levels, and a shift in peak spectral sensitivity to the low 500s. Others show none of these changes and appear to make connections with cones only, even though AND D for both systems, with no change in neutral point, suggesting a lack of any rod input. (It is worth noting that once again changing the white background light produced some change in sensitivity, even though white light, like the 500-rnp. light, evoked no response itself.) Type III celts. Of the four dorsal-layer type III cells tested, two showed only a slight increase in sensitivity with no Purkinje shift, suggesting that they lacked connections with rods. The other two cells increased markedly in sensitivity and showed a clear shift in spectral sensitivity. One of these, an on-center cell, was studied in some detail. The results for the lightadapted state have already been given in Fig. 12 . There it was shown that center and surround had practically identical spectral sensitivities and that peripheral suppression was the same at two widely separated wavelengths.
When the eyes were dark adapted the threshold fell by over 2 log units ( Fig. 15) not much higher than that of the center. Once more it was as if some activation of the center was necessary before the peripheral effect could manifest itself.
In summary, of four type III cells tested in dark adaptation, two had rod input from both center and surround and two appeared to lack rod input.
Distribution of cell types in the dorsal layers
Topographical considerations. It is well known from the anatomical work of Clark and Penman (7) and Polyak (38) that the contralateral half-visual fields are mapped in an orderly way upon the six geniculate layers. The six maps are in register, with layers D1, D3, and V1 connected to the contralatera1 eye and D2, D4 and Vz to the ipsilateral (see METHODS for discussion of terminology).
While no attempt was made at a complete or detailed map- .ample shifts on from one eye to the other in estimating the electrode position with respect to the different layers. In this experiment one might have concluded from the eye shifts that the penetration terminated in V1, the most ventral layer, instead of layer D,. In fact, had the penetration continued in the same direction through the interlocking folds it would have passed through D2 three times instead of once, Distribution of cell and would never have reached the types in the dorsal layers. It was ob ventral viously layers. important .y distributed throughout in Table 1 . The sampling to learn whether the various cell types were even1 the four dorsal layers . The results are summa .rized and progressively rations were discon smaller for each tinued before the number of cell s in a in tha of the deeper particular t layer, so of cells was largest for lay per D1 other layers, because many penet layers were reached. To allow for this, the layer is given also as a per cent of the total number of cells that in comparing the different layers it is the percentages that are important. Table 1 shows that all major cell types were represented in both pairs of dorsal layers, indicating a lack of any rigid separation of functional groups. There was some unevenness in the distribution of red on-center cells, these being almost twice as common in the dorsal two layers as in the middle two. On the other hand, the red off-center cells were the middle layers. We are nevertheless hesitant about twice as common in at to accept what appears first glance to be a statistically significant result for reasons having to do with the distribution of cells within each layer. Within a given layer there was no obvious elec trode advan systematic segregation of .ced from cell to cell there the different cell types, yet were frequent sequences in as the which one subty pe occurred two to six times in a row. As might be expected, this was most often seen with red on-center cells, for these were the most com- were about the same for all center sizes. Fields of type III cells (Fig. 19, right) tended to be larger than those of type I, though again the size ranges overlapped.
For both type I and type III cells there was a loose correlation between field-center size and distance from fovea. The smallest centers, l/32' to l/16", were all within loo of the fovea. Type II fields ranged in size from l/4" to lo, and were found as close as 2' from the fovea and as far out as 12'. light and all wavelengths of monochromatic light, and at all available intensities.
An off-center type III cell was examined to learn whether more than one cone type contributed to the receptive field. To estimate center and surround dimensions, sensitivity (reciprocal threshold) was plotted against spot size for white stimuli in the light-adapted state (Fig. 20A) . Peripheral suppression was complete at 6-8' spot diameter, sensitivity falling by over 3 log units from the maximum at l/2". Next, spectral sensitivity was determined for spots just under center size (Fig. 2OB) . After adapting the field center with light at 640 mp., threshold measurements were repeated for stimuli at 480, 520, and 620 mp. Dark adaptation was not done for any ventral-layer type III cells, so that we have no information about the possible contribution of rods to these cells. The fields were found as close as 3' from the fovea and as far out as 12'. Center diameters ranged from l/So to l/2'. Sampling was too small to allow any comparison of field-center sizes in ventral as opposed to dorsal layers.
Type IV cells Type IV cells, of which 10 were studied in detail, were quite unlike anything seen in the dorsal layers, or in the cat retina or geniculate. A typical example is illustrated in Fig. 2lA . As with every cell in this group the receptive field was concentric in type, with an excitatory center and an inhibitory surround. There was active maintained firing. Small spots evoked on-dis-T. N. WIESEL AND D. H. HUBEL charges with sensitivities shown by the rather broad upper (interrupted) curve. These responses were poorly sustained, lasting for a few seconds or less. To large spots the responses were most unusual:
at short and medium wavelengths (violet through yellow) there was no effect at any intensity, i.e., peripheral suppression was complete.
In the red, however, the influence of the surround actually predominated over that of the center, and the maintained activity was suppressed by large spots. The cessation of firing, unlike the center response, was well maintained, usually lasting as long as the light was left on. The effect required relatively high intensities, especially for complete suppression of firing. There was summation over a tremendous area, in some cases with clear differences in the effects of a 20' and a 25' spot. White light acted like red, producing a sustained suppression of firing with no marked off-discharge but, rather, a simple resumption of the maintained firing.
Cells of this type seemed to be plentiful. One of the common signs that the electrode had entered the ventral layers was the nearly complete suppression of unresolved background activity by diffuse light, especially diffuse red light, in contrast to the general activation of the background by small spots. These are the only cells we have seen in which surround prevailed over center with white light, or where there was this center-surround difference in temporal adaptation. A few cells had properties somewhat different from those just described. For the cell of Fig. 21B the surround system seemed to be not only richer than the center in red cone concentration, but also poorer in green or green plus blue. At wavelengths up to the mid-500s the surround had no discernible Two type IV cells were studied after dark adaptation. One of these was the cell of Fig. 21A . In both there was an increase in sensitivity of about 1 1% unit for all responses, with no obvious change in any beh .avior just described. Sensitivities were many log units of the below qualitative that of our own dark-adapted eyes. These two cells thus seemed not to have any significant rod input.
DISCUSSION
In this study the object was to learn how information on form and color of a stimulus is handled at an early stage in the central nervous system. Given two opponent processes in the monkey, a chromatic and a spatial, it seemed important to learn whether these existed in independent pathways or were combined in common cells. The answer seems to be that both things occur: some cells are mainly concerned with form, others mainly with color, while the majority handle both variables at the same time. In the case of color, as originally shown by De Valois (10, 11)) a cell may be excited by one group of cones and inhibited by another group with a different spectral sensitivity, so that white light covering a large retinal area and stimulating both groups of cones may evoke little or no response. For the spatial variable the receptors may excite or inhibit a cell, depending on retinal position, with the result that diffuse light has little effect regardless of wavelength (24). In any given cell one or both of these mechanisms may be found. Both opponent mechanisms seem aimed at increasing the specialization of single cells, in the direction of color as opposed to white, or spatial contrast as opposed to diffuse light. Thus the existence of inhibitory mechanisms leads to the surprising result that the optimum response of a cell in the visual pathway is not obtained by stimulation of all of the receptors-in general that is the least efficient stimulus.
For the cell to respond optimally a particular set of receptors must be activated, function of a structure like the set varying from one cell to the the geniculate can thus be studied Fig. 22A for a type III on-center cell; here a cell is considered to receive excitatory input from cones in the field center, with the red-, blue-, and green-sensitive cones represented in the ratio of 1: 1: 1, and inhibitory input from peripherally located cones in the same ratio. (For simplicity, intervening synaptic stages are omitted, as are the rods.) Type III cells presumably represent an elementary step in form analysis, registering not simply the general level of illumination but rather comparing light that falls on one retinal region with that falling on the immediate surround.
This is done to a large extent irrespective of wavelength.
For these cells unevenness of illumination is a powerful stimulus, and diffuse light tends to be inadequate.
For type II cells the scheme is just the converse: opponent sets of receptors of different spectral sensitivities are distributed in identical fashion throughout the same retinal area. The cell of Fig. 22B receives excitatory input from green-sensitive cones over the entire receptive field, and inhibitory input from blue cones throughout the same region; over all parts of the receptive field the proportion of excitatory to inhibitory cones is constant. Thus these cells react mainly to unevenness of spectral energy distribution, and diffuse light is as good a stimulus as an optimally placed spot. For type I cells, finally, the two sets of receptors are not only spatially segregated but also have different spectral sensitivities.
The red on-center cell of Fig. 22C is supplied by the red-sensitive cones from the field center, and the green-sensitive cones from the periphery. The properties of the other two cell types are thus combined in the type I cell, which deals with blackwhite images in the same way as the type III cell does, but for diffuse light or parts of images lacking spatial intensity gradients has all of the wavelength-discriminating ability of the type II cell. The schemes proposed in Fig. 22 must be considered tentative, with several details still unsettled.
The first of these concerns the relative contribution of the three cone types. While the simplest assumption consistent with the experimental evidence is that each opponent-color cell receives input from two of the cones, it is often difficult to be sure that the third cone does not also contribute.
Cells that we regard as receiving opponent inputs from red and green cones could, for instance, receive contributions from the bluesensitive cones along with spectral sensitivity of the even further to the short-wavelength end of the spec trum. Since, in fact, the of the short-wavelength system in these cells generally the green. The result would be to broaden the short-wavelength system and displ .ace the peak spectral sensitivity has its peak in the mid-5OOs, falling off markedly by the mid-400s, the contribution of the blue cones must at most be a minor one. But if the ratio of green cones to blue in the input to the short-wavelength system were the same as it is in the local cone population the contribution of the blue cones would be hard to detect, for even outside the fovea there are probably far fewer blue cones than green ones.
The situation is different in th .e case of the blue-versusgreen opponent cells (a few type I cells and most of the type II). Here the problem is to tell whether or not the red cones as well as the green contribute to the longwavelength system, and in what proportion. This is not easy, since the two cones have extensively overlapping spectral sensitivities. Thus whether the green cones make up the entire contribution to the long system, or just half of it, will determine whether the spectral-sensitivity peak is at 540 mp. or 560 mp., a subtle difference for techniques as coarse as those used in this study. fed Finally, there is the possibility of opponent-color cells having one system by green cones and the other by red cones plus blue cones. The result would be two neutral points, a cell being excited at intermediate wavelengths and inhibited at the long and short ends of the spectrum, or the reverse. so far we have not seen any cells of this type, though they should be easy to recognize. De Valois and Jones (13)) recording also from the macaque geniculate, have reported finding such cells, but the results may not necessarily have to be interpreted in terms of three cone inputs, since with the eyes dark adapted a contribution from rods would seem possible. For example, a "red off-center, green on-surround" cell with inhibitory rod input, a type we have seen, might well masquerade as a "purple-off, green-on" cell if examined only in the scotopic state.
A second qualification to the interpretations implied by Fig. 22 concerns the arrangement of the receptive field of type I cells. The problem can best be approached by comparing our results in the monkey geniculate with a similar study made in the goldfish retina by Wagner, MacNichol, and Wolbarsht (43-45, 48, 49). The comparison reveals some striking similarities but also certain differences in the details of receptive-field organization. In the goldfish some cells showed no opponent-color effects, but had centersurround receptive fields of the type described by Kuffler (28) (type III in the present study).
Other 1 cells showed opponen t-color responses, but in these the opponent sy stems over1 .apped in stead of being distributed on the retina in a ten ter-surround . manner. The two systems had sensitivities that were maximal in the field center, but tapered off toward the periphery at different rates so that the effects those of the other in the surround.
of one predominated in the center and
One might ask whether in the monkey the fields of type I cells are not also organized as two partially overlapping opponent systems with different spatial distributions.
Experimentally, it is difficult to obtain a clear answer to this. As a rule the size of receptive-fi .eld centers of ty 'pe I cells is very small relative to the size of the whole field, so that a spot of center-size placed anywhere in the periphery evokes no response at any wavelength or intensity. On the other hand, a small spot in the center evokes only center-type responses regardless of wavelength. Thus if the opposing system is activated at all from the center, its effects are apparently outweighed.
In the goldfish, on-off responses indicate that opposing systems are being simultaneously activated, but in the monkey these mixed responses do not occur-either one system is dominant and completely submerges the other or the two mutually cancel and no response is seen. In any case, a distinction between overlapping and nonoverl .apping arrangements seems of theoretical rather than practical importance in the monkey, given the small size of field centers relative to the total field size. The scheme suggested in Fig. 22 1 periphery supplies rods as well as cones in type I cells is still not answered, and while it is true that at threshold no effects were seen from the periphery, this was also the case in the type III cell of Fig. 15B , which turned out to have a clear input from rods in the periphery.
It seems that some type III cells receive rod contributions and others do not. In the one well-studied cell the rods from the center were excitatory and those from the surround inhibitory, and the same was true for the cones, so that there was no basic difference in the field arrangement in the two states. Only at threshold did the surround fail to manifest itself ( Fig. 16 ), perhaps, as discussed above, because of the necessity for having some center activation for the surround to work upon. The dark-adaptation effects in type III cells are in some ways similar to those obtained in the cat by Barlow, FitzHugh, and Kuffler (2). They found that rods project onto single retinal ganglion cells, producing excitatory effects from the center and inhibitory effects from the surround, or the reverse. After some hours of adaptation the surround effects were no longer detectable, not only from area-threshold measurements but also on comparing small and large spots as much as several log units above threshold. In these cells both center and surround increased in sensitivity as the rods became effectlive in dark adaptation, but ultimately the center sensitivity considerably exceeded that of the periphery. As shown in Fig. 15 , no such center-periphery differences were seen in the monkey. This suggests a possible difference in dark-adaptation mechanisms in the two species, which would not be surprising since the cat is a nocturnal animal. Just as with chroma .t1c adaptation, the change in spectral sensitivity occurred within a second or less of the time that the background light was turned off. This would surely not have been so had our background been a high photopic one. The quickness of the change, from responses dictated primarily if not entirely by cones to responses due to rods, suggests that neural mechanisms were chiefly involved.
Distribution of cell types in the lateral geniculate body. The significance of the layering in the geniculate has puzzled anatomists and neurophysiologists for many years, and a number of theories have been proposed, notably those of Clark (6) and Walls (46). In the present study one of our main objectives was to learn whether cells as categorized by receptive-field organization differed from layer to layer. It was no surprise to find the biggest disparity between the four dorsal layers and the two ventral, given the glaring histological dissimilarities in the two sets of layers. Distributions of cell types were entirely different, there being no typical type I or type II cells in the ventral layers, and no type IV cells in the dorsal. Among the four dorsal layers the only difference, besides the obvious one related to ipsilateral and contralateral eyes, was in the distribution of the type I subgroups, the red on-centers being somewhat more common in the dorsal two layers than in the middle two, and the red off-centers somewhat less common. Both groups were nevertheless clearly represented in both pairs of layers. The lack of any fundamental differences in response properties of cells in these four layers once more fits well with the lack of any distinguishing histological features. on-and off-responses in the middle two, and off-responses (with inhibition during the stimulus) in the ventral layers. With respect to the ventral layers our findings actually are not in disagreement, since practically all of the cells we have observed were either unresponsive to diffuse light or, in the case of type IV, were inhibited. Nevertheless, type IV cells are, ironically, on-center in type, having a periphery that dominates in diffuse light, and type III contains both on-center and offcenter, so that it would be misleading to continue speaking of the ventral layer cells as "off" or "inhibitory."
The middle pair of layers was shown by De Valois et al. (14) to contain predominantly opponen diffuse light depending t-color on wa cells, giv ing on-responses or off-responses to .velength. Our results confirm this. On the other hand, the dorsal pair of layers was initially described as containing on-cells, which constituted at first "the overwhelming majority" (14) and later 75% (13) of the cells. These cells were originally thought to be narrow band "modulators" of five types, but subsequently, as a result of using chromatic adaptation, they were found to have opponent-color properties (12). Our results show that the majority of dorsal-layer cells are opponent color in type and tend to suggest that there are more on-center cells off-center in these two layers, though off-center cells are certainly than quite common.
Anatomically and physiologically, the significance of the layering of the lateral geniculate body continues to be obscure. Anatomically, one would like to learn more about the afferent supply and the efferent projections of the different layers: whether, for example, ventral-layer and dorsal-layer parallel between these responses and one's impression of the spot as "white" or "black," and it is hard to think that the two events are not in some way related. Type I and type III cells are of course equally capable of mediating these black-white sensations.
In the case of color there is a similar parallel between the virtual ineffectiveness of diffuse white light in opponent-color cells of type I or II, and the addition of complementary colors to produce the sensation "white." This involves the assumption that a necessary condition for a white sensation is a failure of an opponent-color cell to respond. Here the type II cells would seem to play the more important part, since in these the responses depend predominantly on stimulus wavelength and to a much smaller extent on stimulus geometry. One is naturally inclined to ask whether a similar parallel can be made between spatial color-induction effects or the spatial-color effects described by Land (29) and the behavior of the type I cell. Surprisingly, it turns out that type I cells are of no direct help. The responses to a centered red spot are not enhanced by simultaneously shining green in the surround, since for type I cell this amounts to the same thing as using diffuse white light. For color contrast in this situation one would seem to require something like a red on-center green on-surround, a field type we have not so far seen. On the other hand ., as already indicated, the type I cell is as good a candidate as the type III for the mediation of black-white contrast mechanisms. It may be that level at that Land's effects can occur when the two images (17) ? which suggests that the necessary machinery color contrast effects are not dealt with all, but only in the cortex. This woul d be at a retinal consistent wi or geniculate th the finding are presented binocularly is present in the cortexthough of course it does not rule out its existence at lower levels as well.
SUMMARY
In the visual system of primates, mechanisms exist for the analysis of both spatial and chromatic qualities of a retinal image. The present study was designed to examine these processes a .t the I rhesus monkey. Extracellular recordings were
.ateral made geniculate level in the from 224 cells while stimulating the retina with spots of light of various sizes and wavelengths, and in various states of light and dark adaptation.
In the four dorsal (small cell) layers three types of cells guished. Type I cells were by far the most common. In the 1 were distinight-adapted state they had concentrically arranged receptive fields which were divided into an excitatory or inhibitory center and an opponent surround, the center and surround having different spectral sensitivities.
With diffuse light stimuli they showed opponent-color responses, giving on-responses to one set of wavelengths, off-responses to another set, and no response at some interme-diate wave1 .ength--the ' 'neutral point.' ' Chroma tic-adaptation s tudies suggested that the cell had connect ions wi th one of the three types of cones in the field center, and another in the surround.
Five varieties were seen, in ord .er of frequen .cy: 1 ') red on-center 8, green off-surround;
2) red off-center, green on-surround;
3) green on-center, red off-surround; 4) green off-center, red on-surround; and 5) blue on-center, green off-surround. All type I cells behaved in the same way to white light, showing the usual center-surround arrangement seen in the retina or geniculate in the cat. On-off responses were rare or absent.
Type II cells made up a small minority of the dorsal-layer cells. They lacked any center-surround receptive-field arrangement, but gave opponentcolor responses over all regions of the receptive field and had a 500-rnp. neutral point that was independent of stimulus geometry. These cells behaved as though they received opponent inputs from two sets of cones with identical distributions over the retina. Two types were seen: green-on, blue-off, and green-off, blue-on. A few cells seemed to have opponent connections with green and red cones. Here the two cone types were distributed throughout overlapping regions, but one set of cones seemed to predominate in the field center and the other in the surround.
Type III cells had concentrically arranged on-center or off-center receptive fields, the center and surround having identical spectral sensitivities. A large spot evoked a weaker response than a small one regardless of wavelength. These cells probably received input from cones of several types, the proportions of the three types being the same for the field center as for the surround.
A number of cells with fields outside the fovea were studied also in the dark-adapted nections with state. rods, while others Some type I cells behaved as though they had n .o conshowed clear evidence for rod input, giving a 4 log unit increase in sensitivity with a shift in the point near 500-520 rnp. Opponent-color effects were center-type responses occurred over the threshold stimulus intensities in the red. At entire levels were evoked from the field center only, so that from rods in the field periphery is still uncertain. m dark adaptation II I cells two lacked showed no evidence whether they receive input Two type II cells examined ur for rod connections.
Of fo other two had rods feeding a rod input, and the center and surround, forming opponent systems just state; for these cells scotopic thresholds were practica to a and except at high spectrum of intensity these peak sensitivity no longer seen, responses type from in in the light-adapted the same for center as .lly and surround.
All of the cell types were seen in both pairs of dorsal layers, and there were no differences in distribution of cell types in these four layers except for a suggestion that red on-center cells were more common in the two dorsal layers than in the two middle, and red off-center cells less common. Fieldcenter sizes were generally smaller for type I cells than for type III, and among type I cells on-centers tended to be smaller than off-centers. Field T. N. WIESEL AND D. H. HUBEL centers were smaller the closer they were to the fovea, the smallest being 2 min. of arc in diameter, for fields 1" or 2' from the fovea; the largest were around 1". Fields of type II cells ranged in diameter from l/4" to lo.
Ventral-layer cells were of two kinds. The first seemed similar to type III as described above. The second, termed type IV, had concentrically arranged on-center fields with a very large off-surround whose spectral sensitivity was displaced to the red with respect to the center. With red light, and generally also with white, the receptive-field periphery prevailed over the center, so that diffuse light produced a well-maintained suppression of the background firing. In summary, a wide variety of cell types are present in the monkey geniculate.
Some are concerned mainly with spatial variables, others with color, but most are able to handle both variables.
Some have connections both with rods and cones and others with cones only. 
